Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors Test Confirmed Myasthenia Gravis in Psychosis Remitted by Aripiprazole
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Myasthenia gravis (MG) is a chronic autoimmune neuromuscular disease affecting the neuromuscular junction and causes weakness in the skeletal muscles. The acetylcholine receptor is usually attacked in skeletal muscles, but other components of neuromuscular junction, such as muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase, may be affected. MG can be life-threatening when the respiratory muscles are involved. The first symptom in about 2 out of 3 cases is the damage of the extrinsic eye muscles. The condition is treatable, so an early recognition is needed. Although there have been reports of associations between psychosis and myasthenia gravis it is unclear if psychotic symptoms in MG are an integral part of the various manifestations of this disease, or are due to another co-occurring distinct disorder. Sometimes psychotic episodes could disguise the symptoms of myastenia gravis, and delay the diagnosis.
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Myasthenia gravis (MG) is a relatively uncommon autoimmune disorder in which autoantibodies (immunoglobulin G) anti-acetylcholine nicotinic postsynaptic receptors (AChR) develop in the neuromuscular junction [1]. In essence, it is an autoimmune reaction in which anti-AChR antibodies decrease, in fact, the number of AChR in the postsynaptic muscle membrane [2].

Patients suffering from this disease experience muscular weakness and fatigue that impact the quality of life. The weakness usually affects a specific muscular group and it’s fluctuant in different days, increases with activity and improves with rest [3].

According to a recent systematic review of population-based epidemiological studies, the pooled incidence and prevalence rates of MG were estimated at 5.4 per million person/year and 77.7 per million persons, respectively [4]. Although some data about the associations of psychosis in MG have been reported, it is still unclear whether psychotic symptoms in MG represent an integral part of the various manifestations of this disease, or appear because of other distinct co-existing disorders [5].

Experimental part

A female patient, addressed to the psychiatric emergency service in 2014 and admitted for psychomotor agitation, perturbing behavior, delusions of persecution, transformation and prejudice. The general physical examination was normal. Her family reported that the bizarre, perturbing behavior started 12 months before admission, when the patient returned home from university and they considered behaviour as a consequence of a transformation and prejudice. The general physical examination was all within normal limits. The patient was also tested for drugs and the results were negative. Head computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a possible right-sided demyelinating parietal lesion and bilateral cortical-subcortical atrophy (fig. 1). A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was also recommended after discharge.

During the admission she was treated with haloperidol 10 mg/day with improvement of symptoms but with extrapiramidal side effects (EPS). The treatment was switched to aripiprazole 10 mg/day, valproic acid 1000 mg/day and lorazepam 2mg/day. The new treatment schema was efficient and safe.

The patient was discharged after 30 days with clinical global impression-improvement (CGI-I) score of 2 (much improved). She returned to work and she was involved in an international project abroad.

Despite her complains about fatigability, dizziness, and muscle weakness, these symptoms were considered side effects of psychotropic medication. She was advised to gradually stop valproic acid and lorazepam, but not aripiprazole because of possible relapse of psychosis.

In 2016 she returned to the first psychiatrist for another opinion. She was very unstable on her legs, presenting movement difficulties, visual disturbances, difficulty in swallowing especially for solid food. The patient was immediately sent to the neurology department to be evaluated for myastenia gravis. At admission, myasthenic muscle score (Gajdos) [6] was 30 points. After the administration of oral cholinesterase-inhibitors the score was 60 points.
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with the improvement of proximal muscle strength and the improvement of ocular movements (table 1).

The chest X-ray excluded a thymoma (fig. 2).

Blood tests were positive for rheumatoid factor, and negative for lupus cells. Other laboratory tests, including complete blood count (CBC), ionogram, biochemistry were all in normal range. Based on the clinical, paraclinical and laboratory results the patient was diagnosed with myasthenia gravis. She was advised to continue treatment with neostigmine.

### Results and discussions

Myasthenia gravis often appears with other autoimmune diseases such as thyroid disease, polymyositis/dermatomyositis, systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, cardiomyositis, subclinical heart dysfunction, and cancer [7-9].

Psychosis in MG is very rare [5] and there were no case reports with psychosis preceding MG. In only one study the authors have shown a high prevalence of psychiatric disorders in MG, especially depressive and anxiety disorders, in comparison to what is expected in the general population.

In Huntington’s disease, psychotic manifestations are usually rare, and may occur mostly in patients who are already demented [10, 11]. Psychiatric symptoms are present in another neurodegenerative disorders and my delayed identification and treatment [12].

In Parkinson’s disease (PD) researchers are increasingly attending to and characterizing the non-motor symptoms of the disease such as depression, apathy, dementia and psychosis. Psychosis in PD is characterized by hallucinations (mostly visual), and delusions and may occur in 20-40% [13, 14].

In dementia psychiatric symptoms are frequent and occur mostly in the moderate phase. Hallucinations and delusions are the components of the challenging behaviour and requiring admission and treatment with antipsychotics and institutionalization [15, 16].

Another unusual presentation of MG could be an acute respiratory failure because of severe respiratory muscles weakness [17]. As the patients present severe dispnea and chest pain, pulmonary embolism could be suspected. A spiral CT, and, more cost-effective, biological markers, as brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) assay can rule out this critical life-threatening condition [17-19].

Oxidative stress has also been reported in MG [20]. This could be demonstrate by assessing oxidative modification of some serum proteins [20, 21]. No independent parameters of oxidative damage estimation were tested in our case. Demonstrating of systemic oxidative stress could suggest therapeutic use of antioxidants as an adjuvant treatment, improving the evolution and quality of life in MG [20, 22].

### Conclusions

Psychosis in myasthenia gravis is rare condition. In our case, the psychotic episode was so important that it was initially considered as a first episode of schizophrenia. The patient followed treatment for 2 years as recommended. Under treatment with antipsychotic the patient was recovered but this was a major factor in delayed identification and treatment of myasthenia gravis.
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